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NEWS RELEASE For Immediate Publication 
	
SANTA CRUZ CA 14 MAY 2019 

MAAT Makes 360° of Phase Easy 

Company announces release of comprehensive new multiband correlation meter and monitor controller 

MAAT Incorporated, a manufacturer of exceptional performance professional audio 
solutions, today announced the release of 2BC multiCORR, a cross platform plug–in for 
detailed monitoring of phase relationships for digital audio. The new product continues 
MAAT’s emphasis on value, also incorporating essential monitor controls into one product. 

Available for both Windows and macOS, 2BC multiCORR builds on the solid foundation 
of MAAT’s 2BusControl, a free metering and monitor controller plug–in. 2BC multiCORR is a 
multi–view metering package that provides visual and aural insight into a mix. The carefully 
chosen center frequencies and trueLinear™ scale enable its thirty one bands of left/right 
correlation metering to provide a highly informative view that complements listening 
impressions. In addition, five monitoring modes allow an engineer’s most important asset, 
their hearing ability, to assist in critical decision making. Left/Right Balance and a single 
band correlation meter round out the measurement offerings. 

Several features of 2BC multiCORR reinforce MAAT’s philosophy of maximum workflow 
efficiency, and none more so than the bundled native or standalone version included with 
each license. The native version offers the opportunity to configure a standalone metering 
workstation apart from the audio signal flow. This metrics–only approach to resource 
allocation in the studio is finding increasing acceptance among professionals. Sebastian 
Mönch, International Senior Product Specialist at prestigious manufacturer Steinberg Media 
Technologies GmbH, was thankful for “…making the 2BC multiCORR. (it)…goes right into 
my permanent setup.” 

The plug–in is delivered in all modern formats, including cross–platform AAX and VST 2 
and 3 as well as AU for macOS. The included native application is compatible with all recent 
versions of macOS and Windows. Sample rates up to 384 kHz are supported for post–
production of true HRA workflows. Images and additional information, including user 
manuals and videos, are accessible anytime at MAAT dot Digital on the web. 
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ABOUT MAAT INC. 
MAAT Incorporated, a manufacturer of professional audio solutions, is built on the belief that higher 
accuracy, exceptional fidelity, enhanced workflows and less visual fatigue are hallmarks of better 
quality. MAAT is derived from “Mastering Academy Audio Tools,” reflecting the deep connection 
and practical wisdom derived from years of real world experience. MAAT’s reliance on hard science 
and in–depth research balanced by extensive listening redefines audio tools for professionals 
worldwide. 
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